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LEAKAGE TRAILER

Buiscar Roll Trailer RR60LK-45ft

Buiscar Skeletal trailer HD60LK-45ft

Buiscar Leakage bin LK40-45ft

* Load capacity of 35t
* Liquid reservoir of 30m³
* Gravity stoppers to hold the containers in a fixed position
* Drain valve with a blind stop at the rear end of the reservoir
* Fixed gooseneck
* Running gear: 2 oscillating axles in 1 axle line and 4 wheels with   
  solid massive tyres 22x12x16
* Buiscar surface treatment

* Load capacity of 60t
* Liquid reservoir of 15m³   
* Gravity stoppers to hold the containers in a fixed position
* Drain valve with blindstop at the front end of the reservoir
* Gooseneck tunnel/adaptor suitable for the common standard   
  goosenecks 
* Running gear: 2 Buiscar tandem wheels sets with 4 oscillating axles 
  in 2 axle lines and 8 wheels with solid massive tyres 22x12x16
* Buiscar surface treatment
* Optional: fixed gooseneck instead of gooseneck tunnel/adaptor

* Load capacity of 60t
* Liquid reservoir of 30m³ 
* Container is positioned on its corner castings
* Drain valve with a blind stop at the rear end of the reservoir
* Running gear: 2 Buiscar oscillating rocker-beam tandem sets 
  and 8 single mounted wheels with pneumatic tyres 
* Buiscar surface treatment
* Optional: Solid tyres instead of pneumatic tyres 

* Load capacity of 40t
* Liquid reservoir of 15m³
* To be mounted on a Roll trailer with twist-locks
* Container is positioned on its corner castings
* Drain valve with a blind stop at the rear end of the reservoir
* Lifting by lifting eyes or on the corner castings
* Buiscar surface treatment

Optional: * Trailer length of 40ft * Adjustments of the liquid reservoir volume * Special coating for dangerous goods * Acces stairs, 
handpost(s) * Acces platform(s) with anti-sliding grating * Lighting 
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